
My ideas about this topics:  
 
Indoor (for refereeing lecturers): 
 
- Education Guideline book (for the EHF Member Federations to better educate EHF Referees and 
Delegates) 
            * It’s necessary the same line in all the EHF members 
 

- Female project – officiating by females 
            * Good program but It’s necessary that same level of requirements (exigency)  
 
- YRP Development 
            * Still being a very good idea, makes no sense because the number of games who run a 
year at the level of Europe is negligible in its formation. If we really want good arbiters of the 
future, these couples will have to have an activity far superior to what exists at the moment 
 
- Rules development – more simple rules 
            * No remarks in this moment. It’s necessary a big work but I think that it’s important make 
more easy the job in any situations. 
             
- E-learning Referees and Delegates using EHF Web Portal content 
            * Very Good via for formation during the season 
            * Posibility of make rule test on-line (The experience in Spain it’s well) 
 
- Modern tools – video forum , headsets , video and refereeing 
            * It’s important to use the new  technology 
            * The forum about interesting questions it’s a very good tool for changing experiences 
between referee’s and delegates (The experience in Spain it’s well) 
            * The headsets for the referees it’s good for communication between referees with more 
possibilities for this during the game 
            * In European Competitions I think that should be important that all the teams give to the 
referees a dvd copy in all the games (obligatory) 
 
- Electronic Referee evaluation sheet - automatic procedure "Last to Next" 
            * This tool it’s used in Spain during the last two season with very good results: all the 
delegates and referees can see on line all the information. At the final of the season the 
responsible of the referees edit a inform and after your validation, this one it’s available for the 
each referee. 
 
- Handball and media 
            * No remarks 
 
Best regards. 
Pablo Permuy Villanueva 
 


